SMILE, BEAUTIFUL
DIRECT-TO-PAPER CLASS-TO-GO
KIT LIST:

• Smile, Beautiful Sentiments Stamp Set
• Beautiful Word Die

ADD ON:

• CP Ink Pads

Be Mine, Samba, Tiki Torch, Garden Party,
Aquatini and Midnight

OTHER SUPPLIES:

• Paper Cutter/Scissors
• Die Cutting Machine
• Acrylic Stamping Blocks

Round, Small Square and Small Rectangle Recommended

• Paper Craft Glue or Tape Runner
• MISTI Stamping Tool or other stamping platform if desired

• CP Premium White Cardstock and
Notecard Bases

TIPS FOR ADDING COLOR DIRECT TO PAPER:
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure your ink pads are juicy (if they are dry, re-ink)
Hold your ink pad at an angle with just the edge touching the paper
Use a light touch when gliding your ink pad across the paper so you do not get spots or tear the foam surface of your ink pad
Make long, even strokes– you can always go over multiple times to get the surface covered
Give it time to dry as the colors tend to even out in the drying process

STEP ONE: CREATE YOUR TECHNIQUE PIECE. THIS WILL BE USED ON MOST OF YOUR CARDS!

1. Cut a piece of CP Premium White Cardstock at 4" x 5.25". Swipe each color across the width of the paper using the direct-topaper technique with Be Mine, Samba, Tiki Torch, Garden Party and Aquatini Ink Pads. It is okay if they slightly overlap.
2. Die cut both the Beautiful Word Die and Background Die and set aside.
3. Cut strips from the remaining technique piece at 1/4" wide each and set aside.
4. You will need four 4" x 5.25" and one 5.5" x 4.25" card layers and two additional Beautiful Word Dies cut from CP Premium
White Cardstock.

INSTRUCTIONS
CARD #1. HOPE TODAY IS…

1. On a 4" x 5.25" card layer, lay your rainbow Beautiful Word die cut piece along the center of the
paper slightly towards the bottom (landscape layout).
2. Using this as a guide for placement, stamp “hope today is” in Midnight on the card layer, centered
between the “b” and “t” in beautiful.
3. Move the word die and stamp a row of five hearts in Midnight, about 3/4" below the stamped
sentiment. The first heart should be just to the left of the sentiment.
4. Adhere the Beautiful Word die cut into place– it will overlap the hearts in places.
5. Adhere the card layer to the card base.

CARD #2. BEAUTIFUL YOU

1. On a 4" x 5.25" card layer, stamp the large “YOU” sentiment towards the bottom and just right of
the center (landscape layout).
2. Adhere one of the white Beautiful Word die cut pieces to the rainbow Beautiful background piece.
3. Lay it in place above the “YOU” to fit snug and is just off the card layer on the far right hand side.
4. Carefully stamp the heart stamp in Midnight above the “f” and then just under and below the “be”
(you will need to lift your word die) and one more just under and to the left of the “b.”
5. Adhere the Beautiful Word die cut into place.
6. Adhere the card layer to the card base.

CARD #3. YOUR KINDNESS IS…
1. Adhere the 1/4" rainbow technique strips across the bottom third of a 4" x 5.25" card layer (portrait
layout). Slide the center strip a smidge to create a slight zig zag pattern and then adhere the strips.
These will be longer than the card layer. Trim the edges flush with the paper’s edge.
2. Above the rainbow strips, stamp the block font “beautiful” in Midnight onto the card layer. Add the
accent stamp to both sides.
3. Centered above that, stamp “your kindness is” in Midnight onto the card layer.
4. Adhere the card layer to the card base.

CARD #4. INSIDE & OUT
1. Cut a piece of CP Premium White Cardstock into five 3/4" x 5.25" strips. With the direct-to-paper
technique, ink each strip with Be Mine, Samba, Tiki Torch, Garden Party and Aquatini.
2. Adhere the Tiki Torch strip to the center of the 5.5" x 4.25" card layer in portrait layout, then add
the other strips to be in rainbow order. Leave side margins as-is or trim off to create a visible layer.
3. Adhere the white Beautiful Word die cut towards the bottom third of the stripe layer. It will hang
over the edges slightly.
4. Stamp “inside & out” in Midnight below the “eau” of the Beautiful Word die cut. Stamp “are” above
the “a,” and the large “YOU” centered above that.
5. Adhere the stripe layer to the card base.

WANT TO MAKE MORE?

Grab two more 4" x 5.25"" card layers
and try these two simple cards using
the supplies you already have.
Only stamping required!

